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I. Introduction
In tokamaks several fluctuation diagnostics are based on the scattering of an electromagnetic

wave close to a cut off layer. For example measurement of density fluctuations (n) by
reflectometry [1] and magnetic fluctuations (S) by cross polarization scattering [2]. For such a
configuration the eikonal approximation does not remain valid to describe the pump wave
although it is valid to describe n(r) and B(r)[3]. In this paper we shall consider a linear density
profile. An unidimer sional exact analysis has been performed. Spatial and spectral localization
of scattering process close to the cut off layer is investigated and a modified Bragg rule is
derived.

n. Unidimensional Scattering in Critical Layer
ÏÏ.1) Structure of pump wave

We consider the case of a monochromatic wave of ordinary polarization (O) launched into
the plasma perpendicularly to the magnetic surfaces. To have an analytically tractable problem,
the density profile is taken linear n(x)= no(l-x/Ln) where n0 is the cut off density. The electric
field can be expressed using Airy functions Ai, Bi [4] :

where x=x (ko
2/Ln)

1'3. Ic0, E0 are respectively the wave number and amplitude of pump wave
in vacuum. The first term represents an incident wave, and the second term a reflected wave.
Far from the cut off layer these fields match with the WKB solutions Ke"icot ±iikdx. In a non
dissipative medium, energy conservation for each progressive wave yields the group velocity

^-=f. Oc0Ln)
1* (Ai(-x)2 + Bi(-x)2) (2)
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In (2) it can be seen that obviously the amplitude of the field is large close to the cut off layer.
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n.2) Structure of scattered wave
Four processes have to be taken into account: the forward and backward scattering of the

incident and reflected wave. The wave can interact with either density fluctuations (an ordinary
wave is scattered) or magnetic fluctuation (an extraordinary wave is scattered) [3]. Both
mechanisms are considered:

a) Process Oj+n— >OS

Using the fact that the scattered wave in vacuum is simply a reflected plane wave, the solution
of scattering equation within the Bom approximation is given by:

Es(x)=-iic[Ai(-x)-iBi(-X)3 AiK)G£)dC - irtAi(-x) [Ai(-Ç)-iBi(-Ç)] G(Ç)dÇ (3)

X
/ \"7 ~*

-where G is the scattering source term G(X) = Qc0Ln)
OH2 «(X)

If X=a, x=b are the boundaries of the scattering domain, from Eq.(3), we calculate the spatial
autocorrelation function of scattered field as follows:

v. »
b b

JdC1 Jd^Ai(^i)2Ai(-Ç2)2^(Ç1,û)s)n*(Ç2.Ws)> (4)

where r0 (=(e2/4ïCE0mec
2)) is the classical electron radius, < > stands for statistical

aver£ge.Through a change of variable R=(C i+C2)/2, r=^i-^2« and with the Wiener Kinchine
theorem [5], the scattered power can be expressed as :

ï 4/3 b Tdk
PCO= PCO; (2T0X0

2) Of0Ln) JdR n(R) —Fab(k,R) Sn(k,co,R) (5)5 ^ a J 2îc
-OO

^_ (*-., n i\A :/ o . i\V _lkr._J c ,,_ 1 jî(k,Cû,R) îï*(k,co,R)^widi Fab(k,R) = J dr rAi(-R-|)Ai(-R+|)¥ e and Sn= lira ~

Rl=2(R-a), if Re [a,(a+b)/2)]; Ri=2(b-R), if Re [(a+b)/2,b]. Sn is the 1-D form factor of n[5].

In the WKB range, Fab is simply given by Dirac functions :
1 in

(6)

This corresponds to the standard Bragg relation (kj(R) 'is the local wave number of pump
wave). In Eq.(5) the integration in R (respectively k) corresponds to the spatial (spectral)
distribution of the scattered power. The R variation of Fab describes the "swelling effect " close
to the cut off layer. The discussion on the spatial and spectral localization depends essentially on
the form factor Sn and the Bragg function Fab- Fig.l displays the contour plot of Fab(k,R)
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with WKB treatment for pump wave. The function F3J, is maximum on a parabola
corresponding to the usual selection rule k=2k0rdinary = 2o>/c VX/LN- The broadening comes
from the finite extension of the scattering zone. Without WKB approximation the main
differences are a more complicated structure and spectral broadening around the cut off layer
as shown in Fig.2 and forward scattering (corresponding to the straight horizontal line for
k=0). We find again the parabolic branch outside of the critical layer corresponding to the WKB
computation.
b) Process Oi+B-»Xs

It was shown in [3] that using the cut off layer as a polarizing mirror, then combining the
reflectometer and forwardscatterinp technics, we can measure B. In this case, the scattered
wave (X5) crosses freely the plasma, and the calculation is more simple. The expression of the
forwardscattered power per frequency bandwidth is given by :

2 b
(7)

r Y2 B(k,co,R)B*(k,u),R)
with u= 1-^- \ and Sbu(k,w,R) = Hm sn- < — - £ - >

{<*) TV,-»-"- n(R)BQ

A simple expression of Fab can be obtained by using the fact that the scattered wave (X mode)
can be treated with the WKB approximation:

Fab(k,R) = n(R)2 1̂  2ic {((Ln/ko2) Wk0N5(R)^ -k)] (8)

In Eq.(8), K, 9O are respectively the modulus and argument of Ai+iBj, NS is the refractive
index of scattered extraordinary waves. Fab represents a modified Bragg rule for forward and
backward scattering processes '+, - ', the Dirac distribution describes a matching with the local
wave number. The swelling effect is now expressed by the function K2(R) in Eq.(8). Finally
the spatial localization problem for B depends only of the balance between K2 and Sj3.

ÏÏ-3) Numerical application
Let us model the microfluctuations as follows : Sn, S0= exp(-(k(R)-k*(<fl))2/(Ak)2) with a

maximum at k. and a width Ak equal to the inverse of thermal ion Larmor radius. We define T
as the ratio between power scattered from the critical layer and WKB domain. We use Tore
Supra Tokamak parameters Ln=OJm, k.=Ak=770 nr1 (Tj=IkCV, BO=4T), co/2rc=60GHz. We
find respectively T(B)=3.5, t(n)=0.5. This result is not surprising as we expect, a relative
spatial localization for process 0(+B-^X5 since k. is met close to the critical layer. On the
opposite for process Oi-Hi-K)5 the selected wave numbers of fluctuations in the cut off layer
are nearly zero and correspond a spectral range far from the maximum of Sn .

Ill Conclusion
The scattering process is described by a function Fab(R,k) which contains the spectral

selection rule through its k variation and the localization effect due to the swelling of the electric
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field through its R" variation. Numerical application has been made for experimental conditions
corresponding to fluctuation measurement by reflectometry. This diagnostic appears to be local
and sensitive for low k fluctuations. However only weak swelling and localization effects are
expected for higher k turbulence corresponding to standard drift wave spectra. For the magnetic
fluctuation measurement by cross polarization scattering, a moderate localization is expected. It
has been recently pointed out that the Born approximation may not be valid close to the cut off
layer if large fluctuation levels exists (n/n =O(1)) like at the plama edge. In this case that
multiple scattering is expected to play a role [6J. It is posssible to describe this mechanism using
the same formalism with higher order correlations of density fluctuations as will be shown in a
further work.
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Fig.l Bragg function diagram with WKB
treatment for pump wave in the normalized
space,
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Fig.2 Bragg function diagram with exact
treatment for pump wave in the normalized
space, including backward and forward
scattering.
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